## TREATIES

### AGREEMENTS & PROTOCOLS ON TRANSPORT

#### TRIPARTITE AGREEMENTS
- TRIPARTITE MINISTERS ON INFRASTRUCTURE (TSMCI) APPROVED – 31 OCT 2019
- TRIPARTITE MINISTERS ON LEGAL AFFAIRS (TSMCLA) SCRUBBED – 18 SEPT 2020
- TRIPARTITE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS – 2022
- TRIPARTITE SUMMIT – 2022

## Tripartite Transport & Transit Facilitation Programme (TTTFP)

A Program funded by the European Union

---

### VEHICLE LOAD MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (VLMA)

#### MODEL LAWS
- VEHICLE LOAD MANAGEMENT

#### REGULATIONS
- VEHICLE LOAD MANAGEMENT

#### STANDARDS

**STANDARDS IN DEVELOPMENT STAGE AT ARSO:**
- DARS 1372: VEHICLE LOAD MANAGEMENT – ACCREDITATION OF WEIGH STATIONS (PARTS 1 TO 4)
- DARS 1373: VEHICLE LOAD MANAGEMENT – STATIC SCALE VERIFICATION
- DARS 1374: VEHICLE LOAD MANAGEMENT – WIM SYSTEM VERIFICATION

#### SYSTEMS
- VEHICLE LOAD MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (VLMIS)
- ENABLING EQUIPMENT AS DEFINED IN THE TRIPARTITE VEHICLE LOAD MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT

### MULTILATERAL CROSS BORDER ROAD TRANSPORT AGREEMENT (MCBRTA)

#### MODEL LAWS
- CROSS-BORDER ROAD TRANSPORT
- ROAD TRAFFIC (DRIVER & VEHICLE QUALITY)
- TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS BY ROAD
- ROAD TRAFFIC & TRANSPORT TRANSGRESSIONS

#### REGULATIONS
- CROSS-BORDER ROAD TRANSPORT
- ROAD TRAFFIC (DRIVER & VEHICLE QUALITY)
- ROAD TRAFFIC & TRANSPORT TRANSGRESSIONS

#### STANDARDS

**STANDARDS APPROVED BY SADCSTAN & ARSO:**
- ISO/IEC 18013: PARTS 1 TO 4 — ISO-COMPLIANT DRIVING LICENCE
- ARS 1355: PARTS 1 TO 6 — SPECIFICATION FOR VEHICLE ROADWORTHINESS
- ARS 1370: TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS BY ROAD
- ARS 1371: CROSS BORDER ROAD TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (XB-RTMS)
- ISO 3779: VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN)
- ARS 1357: VEHICLE TEST STATION EVALUATION - CODE OF PRACTICE
- ARS 1362: AUTOMOTIVE GASOLINE (PREMIUM MOTOR SPIRIT)
- ARS 1363: AUTOMOTIVE GAS OIL (AUTOMOTIVE DIESEL)
- ARS 1379: DEFINITIONS AND CLASSIFICATIONS OF POWER-DRIVEN VEHICLES AND TRAILERS
- ARS 1595: VEHICLE HOMOLOGATION

**STANDARDS IN DEVELOPMENT STAGE AT ARSO:**
- DARS 1375: VEHICLE NUMBER PLATE
- DARS 1376: VEHICLE STANDARDS – SPECIFICATION FOR AFRICAN VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM – ARIVIN

#### SYSTEMS
- NATIONAL TRANSPORT INFORMATION SYSTEM (NTIS)
- VEHICLE SYSTEM
- DRIVER SYSTEM
- OPERATOR SYSTEM
- INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEM
- TRANSGRESSION SYSTEM
- ACCIDENT SYSTEM
- DRIVING LICENCE/ PDP CARD
- TRANSPORT REGISTERS & INFORMATION PLATFORM SYSTEM (TRIPS) – JAN 2022
- CORRIDOR TRIP MONITORING SYSTEM (CTMS) – IN PILOT IMPLEMENTATION

---

* All standards marked in **BOLD ITALIC** have been adopted by SADCSTAN in December 2019. ARSO adopted all ISO & ARS denoted standards in April 2021.
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